
Is your agency operating at its highest potential? 
Do you have an organization capable of competing successfully  

in today’s marketplace?  What about tomorrow’s?  
Do you want to be recognized as the  

type of firm where top employees want to work,  
carriers want to be represented, and customers want to do business? 

Best Practices methods are timeless and cutting-
edge strategies developed from studying top U.S. 
insurance agencies of all sizes for over 20 years. 

Your agency can be part of the elite group of 
agencies that is recognized by carriers and 
industry leaders as the best in the business. 

HOW? Carrier partners, state IIABA associations, and study sponsors can 
nominate you for the 2016 study cycle, or you can nominate yourself.   

WHEN? Nominations are being accepted  until February 2016. To be considered, 
you will be asked in the spring to submit operating data from your 2015 fiscal year.  
This opportunity only comes once every 3 years! 

WHY? If selected, your agency will receive national recognition, an invite to the 
Best Practices Symposium, and use of a specialized media kit and the Best 
Practices seal. ALL nominees who submit their data will receive, free of charge, a 
detailed performance analysis comparing their specific results to  industry peers 
($495 value). 

 VISIT BEST PRACTICES ONLINE: 
 independentagent.com/bestpractices  
 or  
 bp.reaganconsulting.com 
 QUESTIONS?  Email shughes@reaganconsulting.com  



 

A message from  
Bobby Reagan,  
CEO of Reagan 

Consulting: 
 

“The Best Practices Study 
has shown us clearly that 
superior performance is a 
choice. A choice made by 
agency principals or staff 
who decide they want to 
be exceptional, not just 

average. 
 

When that choice is made, 
they need a vision of what 
excellence looks like and 

they need to be given a 
path to realize that vision. 

 

For over 20 years, Best 
Practices has provided 

that vision of excellence, 
and has provided key 
tools to help agencies 

improve their 
performance and - by 

doing so - better serve all 
of their stakeholders:  
employees, carriers, 

insureds, and owners. 
 

Choose to excel – become 
a Best Practices Agency. 

2015 Best Practices 
Agency Productivity 
(Average Agency Revenue per Employee 
for $2.5-5MM Best Practices Agencies) 

$164,632 

1993 Best Practices 
Agency Productivity 
(Average Agency Revenue per Employee 
for $2.5-5MM Best Practices Agencies) 

$80,793 

1993 Best Practices 
Agency Profitability 
(Average Agency Pro Forma Profitability 
for $2.5-5MM Best Practices Agencies) 12.0% 

2015 Best Practices 
Agency Profitability 
(Average Agency Pro Forma Profitability 
for $2.5-5MM Best Practices Agencies) 29.8% 

Transform  
your agency 

Become a  
Best Practices 
nominee today 
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